MEDIA COVERAGE
Following the Press Release on 1 April 2009 regarding
Appeal from FR"V to Voters

Sreedharan raises pitch for fair elections
Hindu, 02/04/2009
NEW DELHI: Delhi Metro Rail Corporation Managing Director E. Sreedharan has joined the
voices that are making a pitch for fair elections.
Dr. Sreedharan, who is also president of the Foundation for Restoration of National Values
(FRNV) -- a non-government organisation, on Wednesday urged voters to exercise their
franchise “judiciously” and “choose the right political leaders without criminal background who
can shape the future of the nation”.
In an appeal to the voters, Dr. Sreedharan said: “The constant news of corruption, lawlessness,
poverty and inadequate civic amenities has driven Indians to a state of helplessness and
cynicism that nothing can be done to improve the situation.”
Dr. Sreedharan pointed out that the solution to these problems was in the hands of the people.
He urged every voter to exercise his or her franchise after finding out about the credentials of the
candidates. “We may not have a satisfactory choice, but we should do our best to ensure we
don’t allow a candidate with criminal background to rule our nation,” he said.
The FRNV president said even after 61 years of Independence, democratic rights had not been
understood and displayed satisfactorily and the time had come when this gap had to be filled.
Dr. Sreedharan had earlier written to all major political parties asking them to ensure that they
chose the right candidates, abide by the model code of conduct and facilitate free and fair
elections.
The FRNV was set up in June 2008 to instil in citizens the national bond of cultural values.
http://www.thehindu.com/2009/04/02/stories/2009040254640400.htm
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Don't vote for a criminal, Sreedharan urges people
HINDUSTAN TIMES
Thu,02 Apr 2009
Delhi Metro Rail Corporation chief E Sreedharan on Wednesday urged people to choose the
"right political leaders" and not vote a criminal to power.
In an appeal to the public in an open letter, Sreedharan said that constant news of corruption,
lawlessness, poverty and inadequate civic amenities had driven Indians to a state of helpnessness
and cynicism that nothing could be done to improve the situation.
He said that the solution was in the hands of the people of India and urged every voter to
exercise his or her franchise after striving to ascertain the credentials of the candidates.
"We may not have a satisfactory choice, but we shall do our best to ensure we don't allow a
candidate with criminal background to rule our nation," said Sreedharan, who is also president
of Foundation for Restoration of National Values (FRNV), a civil society organisation.
He added that even after 61 years of Independence, democratic rights had not been understood
and displayed satisfactorily and that "the time had come when this gap had to be filled".

http://www.hindustantimes.com/StoryPage/StoryPage.aspx?sectionName=IndiaSectionPage&id
=58e6afae-7abe-4c5f-927c4f44c0eef640&Headline=Don't+vote+for+a+criminal%2c+Sreedharan+urges+people
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Statesman

Metroman too wants wise votes
MiD DAY , 2009-04-02

Delhi Metro head E Sreedharan urges people to choose leaders without criminal records
He has set an example of corruption-free working and now wants us to choose a clean
government.
Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) managing director and the president of the Foundation
for Restoration of National Values E Sreedharan is guiding voters to shape the future of the
nation.
On Wednesday, he urged voters to exercise their voting rights judiciously and choose leaders
without criminal backgrounds.
"Every voter should exercise his or her franchise after striving to find out the credentials of the
candidate to vote for. We shall do our best to ensure we don't allow a candidate with criminal
background to rule our nation," Sreedharan said.
Sreedharan had earlier written to all major political parties asking them to ensure that they
fielded honest candidates
http://www.mid-day.com/poll2009/2009/apr/020409-Delhi-Metro-head-E-Sreedharan-votes-politicalleaders-candidates-criminal-records.htm

DMRC chief Sreedharan asks voters to choose judiciously
IndianExpress.com
"ew Delhi: DMRC chief and president of the Foundation for Restoration of National Values, E
Sreedharan appealed to the voters to exercise their franchise "judiciously" to choose the right
political leaders without criminal background who can shape the future of the nation.
In an appeal, he said constant news of corruption, lawlessness, poverty and inadequate civic
amenities had driven the countrymen to a "state of helplessness and cynicism that nothing can be
done to improve the situation."
"Solution is in the hands of the people. We may not have as satisfactory choice; but we shall do
our best to ensure we don't allow a candidate with criminal background to rule our nation,"
Sreedharan said.
The FRNV was set up in June 2008 to instil in citizens the national bond of cultural values.
"Even after 61 years of Independence, democratic rights had not been understood and displayed
satisfactorily and the time has come when this gap has to be filled," he said.
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http://www.indianexpress.com/news/dmrc-chief-sreedharan-asks-voters-to-choosejudiciously/441829/
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Don't vote for a criminal, Sreedharan urges people
Yahoo "ews
Wed, Apr 1 07:43 PM
New Delhi, April 1 (IANS) Delhi Metro Rail Corporation chief E. Sreedharan Wednesday urged
people to choose the 'right political leaders' and not vote a criminal to power.
In an appeal to the public in an open letter, Sreedharan said that constant news of corruption,
lawlessness, poverty and inadequate civic amenities had driven Indians to a state of helpnessness
and cynicism that nothing could be done to improve the situation.
He said that the solution was in the hands of the people of India and urged every voter to
exercise his or her franchise after striving to ascertain the credentials of the candidates.
'We may not have a satisfactory choice; but we shall do our best to ensure we don't allow a
candidate with criminal background to rule our nation,' said Sreedharan, who is also president of
Foundation for Restoration of National Values (FRNV), a civil society organisation.
He added that even after 61 years of Independence, democratic rights had not been understood
and displayed satisfactorily and that 'the time had come when this gap had to be filled'.
Indo Asian "ews Service
http://in.news.yahoo.com/43/20090401/818/tnl-don-t-vote-for-a-criminal-sreedharan.html

Don’t vote for a criminal, Sreedharan urges people
Thaindian News
April 1st, 2009 - 9:19 pm
New Delhi, April 1 (IANS) Delhi Metro Rail Corporation chief E. Sreedharan Wednesday urged
people to choose the “right political leaders” and not vote a criminal to power.
In an appeal to the public in an open letter, Sreedharan said that constant news of corruption,
lawlessness, poverty and inadequate civic amenities had driven Indians to a state of helpnessness
and cynicism that nothing could be done to improve the situation.
He said that the solution was in the hands of the people of India and urged every voter to
exercise his or her franchise after striving to ascertain the credentials of the candidates.
“We may not have a satisfactory choice; but we shall do our best to ensure we don’t allow a
candidate with criminal background to rule our nation,” said Sreedharan, who is also president
of Foundation for Restoration of National Values (FRNV), a civil society organisation.
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He added that even after 61 years of Independence, democratic rights had not been understood
and displayed satisfactorily and that “the time had come when this gap had to be filled”.
http://www.thaindian.com/newsportal/politics/dont-vote-for-a-criminal-sreedharan-urgespeople_100174294.html

Don't vote for a criminal, Sreedharan urges people
NewKerala.com
"ew Delhi, April 1: Delhi Metro Rail Corporation chief E. Sreedharan Wednesday urged
people to choose the 'right political leaders' and not vote a criminal to power.
In an appeal to the public in an open letter, Sreedharan said that constant news of corruption,
lawlessness, poverty and inadequate civic amenities had driven Indians to a state of helpnessness
and
cynicism
that
nothing could
be
done
to
improve
the
situation.
He said that the solution was in the hands of the people of India and urged every voter to
exercise his or her franchise after striving to ascertain the credentials of the candidates.
'We may not have a satisfactory choice; but we shall do our best to ensure we don't allow a
candidate with criminal background to rule our nation,' said Sreedharan, who is also president of
Foundation for Restoration of National Values (FRNV), a civil society organisation.
He added that even after 61 years of Independence, democratic rights had not been understood
and displayed satisfactorily and that 'the time had come when this gap had to be filled'.
http://www.newkerala.com/nkfullnews-1-14176.html

Don't vote for a criminal, Sreedharan urges people
April 01, 2009
Samachaar.in
New Delhi: Delhi Metro Rail Corporation chief E. Sreedharan Wednesday urged people to
choose the "right political leaders" and not vote a criminal to power.
In an appeal to the public in an open letter, Sreedharan said that constant news of corruption,
lawlessness, poverty and inadequate civic amenities had driven Indians to a state of helpnessness
and cynicism that nothing could be done to improve the situation.
He said that the solution was in the hands of the people of India and urged every voter to
exercise his or her franchise after striving to ascertain the credentials of the candidates.
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"We may not have a satisfactory choice; but we shall do our best to ensure we don't allow a
candidate with criminal background to rule our nation," said Sreedharan, who is also president
of Foundation for Restoration of National Values (FRNV), a civil society organisation.
He added that even after 61 years of Independence, democratic rights had not been understood
and displayed satisfactorily and that "the time had come when this gap had to be filled". (IANS)
http://samachaar.in/Politics/Don't_vote_for_a_criminal,_Sreedharan_urges_people_81988/
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